•

The conference centre development should help to resolve the problems identified by providing clear
direction and linkages and proposing a spatially coherent interface. This is an instance where design
should go beyond the boundaries of the site proper.
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5.1 UNIVERSITY QUARTER: BACHELORS
Description
Bachelors has two principal elevations and is U shaped: the bottom of the U was originally the front and
faces the site; the present front facade is the left side of the U which faces its garden onto Victoria
Street. The bottom-of-the-U façade is double storied with 6 bays and is plain with a moulded parapet and
quoins at the corners. A stoep runs the full width, cut across by a crude security fence. The façade has
eleven 6x4 sash windows. The third bay from the right at ground level has an arched entrance with
plaster mouldings surrounding it, a double door (four panels, the upper ones arched), sunrise fanlight;
also a security gate in front of these. The left-of-the-U façade, which is the principal entrance, is double
storied with 5 bays, moulded cornice, raised pediment and rusticated quoins. 4x4 sashes to first floor
and French doors to ground floor with louvred shutters, all with bracketed hood moulds.

Side-of-the-U façade, with Wilgenhof Residence left.

Bachelors’ bottom-of-the-U south façade.

Bottom-of-the-U façade seen beyond a wall from the north lane of Bloemhof. Outbuilding partly in front of it.
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History
Originally a single storey thatched farmhouse built between 1784 and 1799, shown T shaped on the
1817 map. It was built at the top of the terrace bank overlooking the Callebasse Kraal farm fields, now
the back of Bloemhof. Its outbuildings lay behind it – Wilgenhof residence was built somewhat8 over their
footprint – and these were used as a spirit distillery from 1832. In 1848 it was called Grassdale, later also
called Die Stokery (distillery), renamed Willow Grove in 1875 because it was surrounded by these trees,
a name translated to Wilgenhof in 1881 during the Transvaal’s first war of independence from British
occupation (Eerste Vryheidsoorlog). Meanwhile, soon after Roelof Adriaan Louw acquired it in 1875, the
thatched roof was removed, the building raised to two storeys and the principal entrance shifted to the
side-of-the-U (possibly in 1880). The outbuildings were used to house coloured staff, a use that possibly
predated the emancipation of the slaves. It passed to CL Marais in 1902 who converted it to students’
accommodation for the newly-established Victoria College, selling it for this purpose in 19079 – the oldest
student residence of the University. Notable students who lived there include Danie Craven, Justice HA
Fagan, Prime Minister JG Strydom etc etc. When the new Wilgenhof residence was proposed in 1949,
former students and others mounted a campaign for it to be orientated according to the old footprint of
the outbuildings – built 1963. Bachelors was restored in 1973 and declared a National Monument
(Provincial Heritage Site) in 1976. (F Smuts in SAHRA file, Smuts 1979.)
Essential character and qualities
The building has two faces. Side-of-the-U is part of the Victoria Street morphology – Matieland. Bottomof-the-U, tucked around the side, is forlorn, lost.
Values and significance
The “face” of the University closest to the site.
Historic building of great social importance.
Associated with students, many of whom went on to be significant South African figures – Danie Malan
etc.
Archaeological potential in building fabric and possible middens around about; also poss archaeological
remains in courtyard of Wilgenhof Residence which were possibly slave quarters.
Architectural value of present mid-Victorian appearance and how it was layered over time.
Odd alignment with the Stellenbosch grid illustrates town growth.
Design and development indicators
• The bottom-of-the-U façade is a distinguished building, yet this is an awkward place, a hidden corner
that does not feel “part” of the Wilgenhof domain, cut in two by a fierce security fence. It once faced
its fields – the north part of the Conference Centre site – but is now closed from them by a high brick
wall and utilitarian outbuilding. It should be revealed and integrated into the design of the Bloemhof
north lane and the redesigned space behind Bloemhof as a prominent and important feature: its side
garden designed to enhance this space and the terrace bank, and provided with firm but tactful
security. This will probably require the demolition of the outbuilding – no heritage loss.
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5.2 WILGENHOF WING
Description
Rear wing of Wilgenhof residence. Main section is a mid-20th century two storey building with moulded
parapet and seven bays of steel casement windows with the proportion of sash windows – the language
of Bachelors. At the east end is a stepped appendage, a high single storey with moulded parapet and
random windows, doors and louvred openings. Between the building and the Conference Centre site
boundary is a service yard with a long single storey building close to a high brick wall.

History
Student residence and facilities built 1960s or later.
Essential character and qualities
The architecture is relatively neutral but it makes an horrifically offensive boundary with Conference
Centre site.
Main wing is architecturally an essay in the language of Bachelors – compare also with 29 Victoria Street
and other student residences of the period.
Values and significance
No heritage values.
Outbuildings and brick wall present an ill-considered edge to the site.
Design and development indicators
• The high brick wall and the frugal outbuilding peering above it form an unhappy edge to the
Bloemhof backyard. Urban design and landscape studies integrating it with that space are needed.
This work should be carried out as part of the Conference Centre development.
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INDEX 6.0 BOTANICAL GARDEN

Forms the eastern boundary of the site. Its west entrance (11 on map) is an important part of pedestrian
movement across the site and through the Garden. Water garden and greenhouses (5-10) – design
linkage to the east edge of the Conference Centre development. The office and nursery (2-3) are also
adjacent to the site. In addition to the area shown above, a fenced area which cuts into the eastern part
of the site south of the gate appears to be an extension of the working area of the garden (not verified),
but is not fully utilised.

6.0 Composite: Botanical Garden
See detailed discussion page 68

6.1 West gate and fenced areas
See detailed discussion page 70
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6.2 Water garden and greenhouses
Fine late 20th century water design of interlocking rectangles close to the edge of the Bloemhof site. The
greenhouses are recent versions of 1923 buildings.

6.3 Office and nursery
See detailed discussion page 72

6.4 Fernery
Not relevant to Conference Centre development. Not studied further.

6.5 Restaurant
Not relevant to Conference Centre development. The access to the Botanical Garden from Neethling
Street is made on the axis of this building – it links to the Drooge Rivier trail and pedestrian patterns
across the site. Not studied further.
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6.6 Toilets
Not relevant to Conference Centre development. A path past the side leads to the rear of the Ou
Conservatorium, a route which links indirectly with pedestrian patterns across the site. Not studied
further.
6.7 Landscape spaces
Not studied.
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6.0 COMPOSITE: BOTANICAL GARDEN
Description
Fine botanical gardens with mature trees and shrubberies, various sections with paths, water features,
shade houses, outdoor restaurant, etc. The route through it is a much-used pedestrian movement
system linking Neethling Street to Ryneveld Street.
History
Notice at entrance: “The University of Stellenbosch has been supporting the Hortus Botanicus since the
garden was established in 1923. The botanical garden is regarded as an open-air laboratory. It serves
the interests of science as well as of training, conservation and recreation. Addressing the needs of the
broader community is as important as liaising with students, scientists and botanical gardens across the
world.” (Deeds Office erf register, Stellenbosch Stadsraad 1929.)

Elliott photograph in Stellenbosch Stadsraad 1929

Essential character and qualities
Botanical Garden in a suburb close to town - a multitude of places, spaces and types of garden.
A well kept secret that deserves to be better known.
Values and significance
Great scientific, educational and recreational values.
Historical, cultural and social interest as part of the growth of the town and the University’s relationship
with it.
Pedestrian flow from Neethling Street to the Conference precinct and thence to Ryneveld Street.
Aesthetic pleasure of being in a garden close to the town and suburb; the landscape design.
Archaeological potential: the Drooge Rivier passes through it, mostly underground.
Forms an existing part of the Drooge Rivier trail, see page 24.
Design and development indicators
• The garden depends on sunlight for its present ecological balance. High buildings that cut out the
west sun should be avoided.
• Recognize and enhance pedestrian movement between the Garden and the site.
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•
•
•

A properly designed interface is needed between the Garden and the site. This will entail some
redesign of the rear fringe of the Garden, particularly the two wire-mesh enclosures, and may require
relocation of service/storage areas.
Creative visioning needed of how the places interlock – new site buildings need to “address” the
Garden (cf National Library in Company’s Garden, Cape Town) – or the garden places may be
extended into the heart of the Conference precinct.
Design and development indicators for the Garden further from the site boundary are not studied
further.
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6.1 BOTANICAL GARDEN: WEST GATE AND FENCED AREAS

West gate leading to Bloemhof site

Fenced extension south of the gates

Looking south from the (closed) north gate

Description
The northern part of the boundary with the site is a fence in a dense shrubbery of diverse plants. The
west gate consists of two plain pillars with a simple pair of wrought iron gates with hand-crafted lettering
HOR-TUS. A winding path leads in an unpremeditated way past a low-key cairn with guide map, to the
water garden. North of the entrance is a neglected offshoot of the garden, running up to closed gates to
the University. To the south of the gates, beyond the fence separating the two parts of the parking lot,
are sections which push westward into the parking area. They are enclosed with mesh fencing, appear
neglected and have obscure functions.
History
See Composite: Botanical Garden.
Essential character and qualities
Apart from the gate and well-tended path to the water garden and greenhouses, this part of the garden
has a feeling of neglect, of under-development.
Values and significance
Very important linkage in cross-site pedestrian movement. Marked as “west entrance” on the Garden’s
map.
Service areas.
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No heritage significance though gates are of slight social interest.
Design and development indicators
• Make a proper interface with the Conference precinct, see section 6.0.
• The west gate is a very important link and should be integrated with the system of pedestrian routes
and spaces in the conference centre.
• The north gate (to the University) is on axis with the road through the residences and could fruitfully
be incorporated into the pedestrian movement system if the area behind Wilgenhof Wing is
considered too “private” to be exposed. The north corner of the garden presently contributes to the
geometric muddle in this area, and its relationship to other parts of the University should be resolved
as part of a broader urban design study
• The side of the site closest to the Botanical Garden is particularly suited to residential use such as a
hotel, which would benefit from the greenery and quiet.
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6.3 BOTANICAL GARDEN: OFFICE AND NURSERY

Description
Behind the greenhouses is a single storey office and nursery. The west boundary of this small space
abuts the site.
History
See Garden as a whole.
Essential character and qualities
Hidden.
Values and significance
Administrative centre of the garden.
Nursery bedding.
Design and development indicators
• If this space is to remain a functioning nursery then sunlight must not be significantly reduced.
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INDEX 7.0 LEAFY EDWARDIAN SUBURB
Morphological area of suburban villas in gardens. It spreads both sides of Van Riebeeck Street where
the mill stream is a notable feature. Entering from the west the urbanity of Plein Street (and the proposed
Conference Centre public place) quite suddenly becomes the tree canopy of the leafy suburb. As a
preamble to the housing there are some community buildings here: a dentist, a church and the Ou
Conservatorium.

The bank of trees at the start of Van Riebeeck form a gateway to the suburb. They should not be whittled
away by site development but rather enhanced. One of them is an oak planted in 1976 to celebrate the
reconstruction of the millstream alongside (see Millstream Memorial 1.2).

7.1 Dentist 6 Van Riebeeck Street
Relevance: the south (left) side of the property is the edge the site. It should not be overshadowed by
development and its suburban privacy needs to be protected. New development alongside should set
back to this building line and incorporate a garden front with matching “suburban” (but contemporary)
boundary treatment. Not studied further.

7.2 United Church
Not relevant to Conference Centre site. Not studied further.
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7.3 United Church offices
Behind the United Church. A three storey building seen from the Conference Centre site looking east. Its
northern side is completely screened by cypress trees. The curving boundary on that side is a cadastral
memory of the Drooge Rivier route. Not studied further.

7.4 Ou Conservatorium
Not relevant to Conference Centre site. It is freely accessible from Van Riebeeck Street and at the rear
from the Botanical Gardens: an indirect link in the network of pedestrian movement to the site which
could be enhanced. Not studied further.
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APPENDIX: WHO’S WHO
Rev Charles Anderson
Owned the Faure House in 1875 when it was damaged by fire. Born Scotland. Birth, death, marriage dates not
known (not in de Villiers and Pama or Philip). Owned Faure House 1873-79. From 1867 a teacher at the 1st
Stellenbosch Gymnasium in Dorp St, then 2nd rector of the Gymnasium which moved to the Bletterman outbuilding
in 1874. In 1874 also made head of new Arts Department, a post he held till 1879. He renamed the Faure House
Evergreen. As a result of dissention, resigned and retired to England 1879. The folk song Wat Maak Oom Kalie
Daar? refers to him (Vos et al 1992:6). “Appointed mathematics teacher at the Gymnasium in May 1867 and
succeeded … as rector … in 1869. Mr Anderson and his wife, Aunt Janet, lived in the old Faure House, later known
as Die Uitspan, which stood in Plein Street opposite Drostdy Street. Their house … was razed in the third great
Stellenbosch fire in 1875; to alleviate their loss to some extent, the Board of the Gymnasium donated 50 pounds to
Anderson [!]. He and Aunt Janet were a sober and dignified couple but this did not stop some wag from making up
the well-known ditty “Wat maak ou Kalie daar?” (What is old Charlie up to?) about him. The worthy old gentleman
was not averse to the occasional touch of humour, but it is hardly likely that he took much pleasure either in his
nickname or in the song. His pupils found him unpredictable, for he could be excessively strict one moment and
unexpectedly tolerant the next. With his steel-rimmed spectacles up on his forehead – the pupils said he wore them
like that just to look learned – he was a source of amusement to his charges, who also found his Scots accent and
odd mannerisms endlessly entertaining. But he was an excellent teacher, and it remains a remarkable achievement
that he and his two assistants managed before the end of 1873 … to put four of their pupils through the
examination for the Second-Class Certificate, the later BA. After the Arts Department had been founded in 1874
the Rev Mr Anderson remained principal of the joint institution but had no authority over the professors … nor did
he ever get the title of professor which he wanted so dearly. When the two sections, the school and the Arts
Department, were separated in 1879 discord arose between him and the board. He resigned and returned to
Scotland.” (Smuts 1979:358).
Elizabeth Morel or Mosel born Bosman
B7c2, born 1765, married Jan Morel or Mosel, date not known; they had both died in or before 1832. Her
grandmother Elizabeth was the sister of Rachel de Villiers op cit (de Villiers and Pama 1981:76). Obtained a piece
of Wilgenhof but it was only transferred after her death. Jan Morel [if the same person] was a medical doctor who
belonged to the Lutheran Church and with members of the DRC began to evangelise the slaves of Stellenbosch in
1794. Appointed co-director of the Stellenbosch branch of the SA Missionary Society 1801, which broke away in
February that year. In 1821 PD Luckhoff appointed minister of the mission church in Stellenbosch; at first “he lived
in the home of the Morels, ardent supporters of the missionary action. Being childless, they treated the young
missionary as their own son.” (Smuts 1979:257, 273-6, 284).
Petrus Johannes Cats b3c4
A Stellenbosch burgher, the son of Samuel Cats who owned Ida’s Valley and built the present house there. He was
born in 1750, married Catharina Margaretha van Coller in 1777, seven children 1806-1821 (de Villiers and Pama
1981:135). Owner of Wilgenhof: given further grants in 1813 and 1829. Insolvent by 1832.
Francois l’Amour de Manille
Frenchman with a romantic name who, after purchasing the farm Callebasse Kraal and its homestead the
Skuinshuis, “discovered to his amazement (no doubt) that the house in which he lived lay clean outside the limits of
his property”. New grant of land made to rectify this in 1817. (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).
Rachel de Villiers
Dau of Abraham de Villiers and Susanna Gardiol. In 1714 married AA Faure, reader and teacher at the
Stellenbosch church, op cit. Seven children 1717-33 (de Villiers and Pama 1981:214). Was given a house (called
Diaconyhuis) and erf by church after husband’s death in 1736 – grant confirmed 1753, another grant 1750.
Prof Johannes du Plessis (Pienk Piet)
Du Plessis was appointed a Stellenbosch Professor in 1916. 1926 published an
article “in which he stated that he did not believe in the literal, scientific accuracy
of every word in the Bible …Board of Curators of the Theological Seminary …
accused him of being a heretic … in 1930 they took the case to the Synod [and]
this body deposed him. Stellenbosch seethed. … du Plessis appealed … the
famous Heresy Trial was held in the Supreme Court … Advocates for the Synod
were Albert Centlivres KC and HA Fagan KC, both later to become Chief Justices
… ‘Are we to understand that you do not believe that Eve gave the apple to
Adam? … But it stands in the Scriptures!’ … ‘It doesn’t, you know’ said the
professor mildly … The Court acquitted him and his position and salary were
restored to him. He was not, however, permitted to lecture … a rather empty
victory … The rift was to some extent healed; before Prof du Plessis’s death in
1934 Dr Snyman [dominee of the Moederkerk who brought the action] apologized
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to him. After his death, his sympathisers … decided to commission a statue. Mr Neethling collected the money for it
and, as the Theological Seminary would not permit it to stand in its grounds, he gave a small portion of his garden
in Van Riebeeck Street for the purpose …irreverently but predictably named “Pienk Piet” by the students and has
been an easy target for their pranks … it was at the time of writing [1978] a violent blue … removed and placed in
the garden of Grosvenor House. Recently it was moved … to the garden of Neethling House in Van Ryneveld
Street…” (Hoskyn 1979:98-101, also Smuts 1979:264).
Abraham Faure b1
Born 1717, died 1792, son of AA Faure and Rachel de Villiers. Married 1756 Anna Maria Wium who was born
c1736, died 1811. Seven children 1758-1773. Succeeded his father AA Faure as DRC Reader and Teacher at
Stellenbosch Church in 1736, aged 19 . Appointed Secretary to the Landdrost and Heemrade in 1761 when he is
said to have built a new house on the Faure property facing Plein Street (De Villiers and Pama 1981:214, Vos et al
1992:2, Smuts 246, 293, 392).

c1820 photo
Rev Dr Abraham Faure b1c6d2
Son of JC Faure op cit, born 1795, married Geertruida Isabella Caldwell in 1818, twelve children 1819-1839.
Minister at Graaff-Reinet and from 1822 at Cape Town (de Villiers and Pama 1981:215). He played a leading role
in the newly established Theological College [Kweekskool] from 1859 (Vos et al 1992:4). Described as the “father
of the Seminary”. Studied at Utrecht. Strove for the greater independence of Church and State. (Smuts 1979:259,
279-80, 316, 321-2). In Cape Town he lived in the house Leeuwenrust off Kloof Street, which was approached up
Faure Street named after him.
Antoine Alexandre Faure a1
Appointed Reader and Teacher at Stellenbosch Church in 1719, died 1736. His widow was granted Faure property
in 1750, 1753. Born in Orange, France, 1685. Arrived at the Cape 1714 and married Rachel de Villiers that year.
Seven children 1717-33 (de Villiers and Pama 1981:214). He lived in a house corner of Church/Drostdy 1723 till
death (Vos et al 1992:2).
Appointed to Stellenbosch 1719 after “he had given a good account of himself during a trial in church the previous
Sunday [May 1719], especially in reading but also in singing. Faure derived from a prominent Huguenot family who
… had fled … to Holland, where he grew up. He was proficient in Dutch when he arrived at the Cape as a
Company soldier in 1714. His appointment heralded almost forty years of stability in school education at
Stellenbosch for both he and his son Abraham who succeeded him in 1736 were diligent men who took their work
well in hand.” (Smuts 246, 293).
Jacobus Christian Faure b1c6
6th child of Abraham Faure and Anna Maria Wium, born 1769, died 1834. Married Aletta Hendrina Blanckenberg in
1793. She was born 1772, died 1839. 11 children 1794-1811 (de Villiers and Pama 1981:215). He took transfer of
the Faure property from his late father in 1797 or ’98, bought an area round Skuinshuis from neighbour in 1832.
Jacobus Christian Faure b1c6d2e1
Born 1819, in 1839 married Johanna Hendrietta Knobel (born 1818), eleven children 1840-61 (de Villiers and Pama
1981:215). Became owner of the post wagon to Cape Town in 1841. He acquired the Faure house from 1862-73
and the post wagon departed from outside it. As a result the house got the name “Uitspan”. (Vos et al 1992:4-6).
Took the lead in collecting money for a new Moederkerk pulpit 1853, and fetched it in his wagon from Cape Town
(now in Rhenish church) (Smuts 1979:261).
Paulus Johannes Fick
b6c1, a Stellenbosch burgher born 1752, married Magdelena Hartog 1774, 10 children 1775-1797 (de Villiers and
Pama 1981:222). Owner of Wilgenhof.
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Jan Geel
Married Anna Catharina van Swaanswyk and thus gained ownership of Callebasse Kraal (F Smuts notes in
SAHRA file).
Willem Hertzog
Government Surveyor who in 1816 gave shape to the town. Under his direction several of the old streets were
projected and straightened out (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file). Drew the remarkably accurate and beautiful map of
the town in 1817.
Johann Bernhard Hoffmann
Bought the Bachelors land part of Callebasse Kraal in 1786 when there was no house on it. Built the core of
Bachelors before 1799 (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file). From Stralsund, arrived at the Cape 1744. Lived at the farm
Libertas and was Landdrost of Stellenbosch 1747-52. Married three times, 18 children 1748-79 – his 6th child was
WD Hoffmann, the next owner of Bachelors (de Villiers and Pama 1981:322-4).
Willem Daniel Hoffmann
Owner of Wilgenhof from 1801 till an unknown date. This seems to be Wilhelm Daniel Hoffman b6, born 1757,
married Johanna Barbara van Helsdingen in 1784, 8 children 1785-1802. (His father owned the farm Libertas and
was Stellenbosch Landdrost 1747-52. He died in 1800 – perhaps leaving his son Willem enough money to buy
Wilgenhof the next year) (De Villiers and Pama 1961). Member of wine farmer’s committee to supervise viticulture
(Smuts 1979:195).
Jacobus Hugo
Married the widow Siebrits and thus came into possession of Callebasse Kraal and its 1782 Bachelors land
extension. In 1786 divided it and sold the Bachelors land to JB Hoffman op cit (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).
Pieter Frederik Johannes Korsten
The first Secretary of the Raad van Kommissarisse (ie the first Town Clerk of Stellenbosch) (Van der Bijl note in
SAHRA file). Born 1799, died 1871, married Aletta Catharina Faure in 1828, one child. His wife Aletta Faure b1
c6d9 was born 1806, died 1873, the daughter of JC Faure op cit (de Villiers and Pama 1981:419, 215). [If the same
person] a public notary in 1846 (Smuts 1979:285). Obtained the Skuinshuis/Synagogue erf from his late father-inlaw in 1838.
Roelof Adriaan Louw
Bought Wilgenhof in 1875. It had been called “Die Stokery”: he renamed it “Willow Grove” after the trees that grew
around it. His wife renamed it “Wilgenhof” in 1881 during the first Anglo-Boer war/Vryheidsoorlog. He converted
Bachelors from a single storey dwelling with a thatched roof into the present two storey building, and changed the
entrance front to the side. Sold the property in 1895 (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).
Sybrand Mancadan
Sick comforter, Church Reader and first teacher in Stellenbosch. Became Secretary to the Landdrost and
Heemraden in 1686 when he was given a morgen of land – Callebasse Kraal. Died c1695. Married Anna (or Maria)
Catharina van Swaanswyk op cit.
Christiaan Ludolf Marais
Owner of Wilgenhof from 1902. Regranted the property combining earlier grants, sold off portions including
Botanical Gardens site, Monica, Harmonie in 1902/3 but bought them back 1906. From 1903 he offered Wilgenhof
as a residence for the throngs of students coming to the new Victoria College – the first male student residence of
the University – and later sold it for this purpose. This may be the man who donated Victoria College Library in
1899 and who “tried his luck on the diamond fields c1870 … site of the later Kimberley … bought real estate …
very prosperous”; and whose brother was Jan Henoch Marais who owned Coetzenburg, donated Jan Marais Park
etc (Smuts 1979:335, 387, also F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).)
J Margara or Margra
Bought Callebasse Kraal (Wilgenhof) 1698 (DO erf register). A French Hugenot (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file). Not
in de Villiers and Pama.
Charles Marais Neethling b6c8d3
Born 1827, died 1916, son of Johannes Henoch Neethling and Anna Margaretha Marais, married Wilhelmina
Jacoba de Waal, date and children not known (de Villiers and Pama 1966:622). Bought Faure property 1879.
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c1915 photos
Charles (Charlie) Marais Neethling b6c8d3e?
No genealogical data: born about 1865. Built a house east of Faure House in 1899, called Fernbank Villa [position
of Presbyterian Church etc] (Vos et al 1992:6-10). In 1889 was one of first four students who completed the 2 year
diploma course at [Victoria] College School of Agriculture, “one of the last true farmers within the town of
Stellenbosch”, Mayor of Stellenbosch for a long period 1921 to 1934, played Simon van der Stel in 1929 historical
pageant celebrating 250th anniversary of Stellenbosch. (Hoskyn 1979, Smuts 1979:146, 333, 347, 389, 398).
Cornelius P Roux
Trading as Roux Brothers with his brother JWH Roux. Bought Botanical Gardens site, Monica, Harmonie in 1902
and 1903 but sold them back to CL Marais in 1906.
Johan WH Roux
Brother and partner of CP Roux, op cit.
Frans Siebrits
Owner of Callebasse Kraal. In 1782 granted more land above the terrace bank where Bachelors now stands. His
widow married Jacobus Hugo, op cit (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).
Anna Catharina van Swaanswyk (or Maria Catherina)
Early Stellenbosch settler, died before 1698 when she was posthumously granted Callebasse Kraal (Wilgenhof).
De Villiers and Pama not sought. “To the horror of the burghers, Maria Catharina van Swaanswyk, probably an
orphan from Holland moved in with the reader-teacher … Sybrand Mancadan … without the blessing of the church
… complaint laid before Simon van der Stel with the result that on January 11, 1687 Mancadan and the orphan girl
had to appear at the Castle, where … they were summarily joined in civil wedlock … a 17th century version of the
shotgun marriage.” Mancadan was first teacher at Stellenbosch, a man with a reputation for repeated drunkenness
and other gross misdemeanours, debaucheries and irregular lifestyle, died about1695 (Smuts 1979:356-7). After
Mancadan’s death c1695 she married Jan Geel (F Smuts notes in SAHRA file).
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A note on Deeds Office searches
Limited Deeds Office searches were made of erf registers. These sometimes omit non-crucial transfers
and have not been updated since the 1980s so some recent transfers may not be included in our data.
Selected searches were made of freehold and quitrent grants but some could not be found.
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ENDNOTES
1

There are four bridges to garden gateposts across the millstream in the c1890 photograph. Vos et al 1993:6 state
there were three houses here erected soon after 1879.
2
Redrawn by Walton 1974:42.
3
Remnant of this road is shown as an avenue on Kuys map of c1822.
4
Martin Hall’s phrase.
5
The Khoi, who frequented this area from 1000AD or earlier, may have camped and grazed their cattle on the site
but no evidence remains. Their huts were lightweight and portable, and sat very lightly on the ground, leaving no
trace. The property Wilgenhof was originally called Callabasse Kraal. Calabash, the dried outer skin of melons
found in dry areas used to carry water, may be a Khoi word. (But kraal is thought to derive from the Portuguese
“curral”.)
6
Van der Bijl writes, “Dit was die gewoonte in daardie dae om ‘n erf aan die aftredende onderwyser toe ken in
plaas van pensioen” (SAHRA file: his historical notes).
7
The 3 metre height difference is the average height of the terraces.
8
While preparing an 1822 map overlay onto a 2003 base it was noted that the footprint of the outbuildings lay in
the courtyard of Wilgenhof, not under its present foundations; worthy of further study as coloured families are
known to have lived there and they were possibly slave quarters before that.
9
Sold to a committee ‘Commissie van Toezicht’ in 1907 who sold it to the University in 1917.
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